Farmington Public Safety Department

WEEKLY SHIFT REPORT
August 31, 2020 through September 6, 2020
CALL TYPE & QUANTITY
TOTAL CALLS
187

TRAFFIC STOPS
96

MEDICALS
12

FIRE CALLS
3

CRASHES
5

ARREST TYPE & QUANTITY
OWI

OUID

DWLS

WARRANT

FELONY

2

0

3

6

0

SUMMARY OF NOTABLE INCIDENTS

Stolen Vehicle
On August 31st a Lakeway resident came into the police department to report that her 2006
Chevrolet Uplander had been stolen out of the parking lot at the end of her street. The victim
advised that she believes that the vehicle had been stolen sometime during the month of July
but she was not aware that the vehicle was gone until recently. The case was turned over to
the detective bureau for further investigation.
Accidental Property Damage
On September 1st officers and Engine 1 responded to the Kensington Manor Apartment
complex for a report of a natural gas line that had been struck by an underground boring
machine. Upon arrival officers learned that the MissDig markings had been improperly marked
and the company doing the boring work had struck the gas line. No one was injured and the
scene was turned over to Consumers Energy.
Trespassing Warning
On September 2nd at approximately 3:50 AM officers responded to the Drakeshire Apartment
Complex for a report of a woman sitting in a car and blaring the horn. Upon arrival Officers
located the woman sitting in her car. The woman advised that she was at the complex to visit
her sister, who lives in the building where the woman was parked. Officers spoke with the
complainant and learned that the trespassing woman is an ex-girlfriend of her brother’s. The
woman had been texting and threatening the complainant all night and recently showed up at
the complainant’s doorstep. The complainant did not want to pursue any charges, but only
wanted the woman to leave. The woman was served with a no trespassing warning and she left
without incident.
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Assault and Battery
On September 5th officers responded to the area of Grand River and Hawthorne for a report of
a fight between several juveniles. Upon arrival officers located the group and learned that one
of the juveniles, a 15 year old female, had been assaulted by another 15 year old female.
Officers learned that the victim and the suspect know each other and that they both had been
at Sport and Fun earlier in the day. The victim and her friends had decided to go to Jet’s Pizza
when the victim was attacked by the suspect. The suspect had fled the scene prior to officers’
arrival and the incident was turned over to the detective bureau for further investigation. The
injuries were minor and the victim knows who the suspect is.
Fraud
On September 5th a Heritage Lane resident reported at the Police desk that she had been
contacted via Instagram by an unknown stranger. The stranger advised the victim that the
stranger would send the victim several checks totaling $8,400. In return, the victim would need
to cash the checks and transfer $5,600 to various Venmo and Zell accounts, then she could keep
the remainder. The victim made the transactions and later learned from her bank that the
checks were fraudulent. The case was turned over to the detective bureau for further
investigation.
Carrying a Concealed Pistol
On September 5th a Sergeant on patrol stopped a vehicle in the area of Grand River and Halsted
for an improper lane use violation. Further investigation revealed that the driver had a
suspended driver’s license and was in possession of a Glock 9mm pistol. The man did not have
a concealed pistol license and was arrested for carrying a concealed weapon and driving on a
suspended license. The case was forwarded to the Oakland County Prosecutor’s Office for a
warrant.
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